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Two Sylvias Press, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Winner of the 2014 Two Sylvias Press
Chapbook Prize (judged by Aimee Nezhukumatathil), Earth is the sixth book by poet Cecilia Woloch.
Praise for Earth: In Earth, Cecilia Woloch writes with the wonder and resilience that are essential,
not only to empathy, but to transformation. Woloch weds us to the natural world through language
that is both straightforward and particular. A river s lifting dress comes to represent history;
branches swaying like the arms of a woman waving goodbye come to represent mortality. These
remarkable poems are hymns and requiems; they are made of blood mixed with earth. -Terrance
Hayes These poems reflect a mature writer, a woman unflinching in both love and craft. The love is
unabashed; the language boldly lyrical and image-rich. As a devoted reader of Cecilia Woloch s
writing, I relish anything she offers, so I welcome Earth, this book of passionate, vigorous poetry, in
which grandeur of spirit always redeems sorrow. As Woloch writes in the gorgeous prose poem
Afterlife I want to be fierce and joyful and a meadow when...
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It in a single of my personal favorite pdf. It really is writter in basic words instead of hard to understand. Your daily life period will be transform as soon as
you complete looking over this pdf.
-- Vena Sauer DDS-- Vena Sauer DDS

A brand new eBook with a brand new point of view. It is rally fascinating throgh reading through time period. You will like the way the article writer
compose this ebook.
-- Ciara Senger-- Ciara Senger
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